The net rate of mutation to deleterious but nonlethal alleles and the sizes of effects of these mutations are of great significance for many evolutionary questions. Here we describe three replicate experiments in which mutations have been accumulated on chromosome 3 of Drosophila melanogaster by means of singlemale backcrosses of heterozygotes for a wild-type third chromosome. Egg-to-adult viability was assayed for nonlethal homozygous chromosomes. The rates of decline in mean and increase in variance (DM and DV, respectively) were estimated. Scaled up to the diploid whole genome, the mean DM for homozygous detrimental mutations over the three experiments was between 0.8 and 1.8%. The corresponding DV estimate was ‫.%11.0ف‬ Overall, the results suggest a lower bound estimate of at least 12% for the diploid per genome mutation rate for detrimentals. The upper bound estimates for the mean selection coefficient were between 2 and 10%, depending on the method used. Mutations with selection coefficients of at least a few percent must be the major contributors to the effects detected here and are likely to be caused mostly by transposable element insertions or indels.
I N a higher eukaryote such as Drosophila melanogaster,
DV, and an upper bound to the mean reduction in trait value per mutation by DV/DM (Bateman 1959 ; Mukai homozygous lethal or sterile mutations form a relatively small component of the total set of deleterious et al. 1972) . This method was first applied in the classic experiments of Mukai and his co-workers on viability mutations, and the most abundant class is that of detrimental mutations with effects of at most a few percent mutations on chromosome 2 of D. melanogaster (Mukai 1964; Mukai et al. 1972) . A number of mutation-accuon fitness (Crow 1993) . The answers to many questions in evolutionary biology depend on knowledge of the mulation experiments on D. melanogaster and other species have since been performed, using a variety of statistirates of occurrence and sizes of effects of detrimental mutations  cal methods to analyze the results (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999; Fry and HeinLynch et al. 1999) . These are, however, very hard to measure, since it is virtually impossible to detect individsohn 2002; Shaw et al. 2002; García-Dorado and Gallego 2003) . ual mutations with very small effects on components of fitness. It is thus necessary to resort to indirect, statistiDiscrepancies among the conclusions of different investigators, especially with respect to the rates of mutacally based procedures. If a large number of indepentional decline in the mean values of fitness components dent lines with a common origin are maintained for (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999 ; many generations in the effective absence of selection, Fry and Heinsohn 2002; Shaw et al. 2002) , imply that the rates of decline in mean and increase in variance it is important to repeat the D. melanogaster mutation-(DM and DV, respectively) for a fitness-related trait can accumulation (MA) experiments. The work described be estimated from the changes with time in the mean here involves accumulating mutations on chromosome and variance of line means, eliminating lines that have 3 rather than on chromosome 2, for the following reabeen hit by lethal or severely deleterious mutations.
sons. First, the gene content of chromosome 3 is 18% A lower bound to the mean number of detrimental greater than that of chromosome 2 (Adams et al. 2000) , mutations arising per generation is provided by DM 2 / so that the rate at which mutations accumulate should be proportionately higher, increasing the efficiency of the experiment. Second, the Cy marker for the crossDedicated to the memory of Terami Mukai, whose pioneering paper over-suppressor chromosome (balancer) used for chroon mutation accumulation appeared in Genetics 40 years ago.
mosome 2 is variable in expression on some genetic 1 to be made on the lethal mutation rate (defining lethals as (Ubx
P15
) with reliable expressivity (Lindsley and Zimm lines with viabilities Ͻ10%). The older literature gives the 1992).
lethal mutation rate for the second chromosome as ‫%5.0ف‬
Our experiments indicate that there is a detectable per generation (Crow and Simmons 1983) , so that the lethal decline in mean viability associated with the accumulamutation rate for the third chromosome was expected to be ‫%6.0ف‬ per generation, adjusting for its larger size. In experition of detrimental mutations on chromosome 3 of D. high estimates of the genomic deleterious mutation rate TM6/Sb ; spa pol stock from that of the IV stock from which the third chromosomes of the MA lines are derived (Berg and reported by Mukai and co-workers (Mukai 1964; Mukai Howe 1989) . We tested for this by examining the fertility at et al. 1972), but are substantially higher than some more 27 .5Њ of the F 1 reciprocal crosses between the IS-4; TM6/Sb ; recent estimates (García-Dorado 1997; Avilá and spa pol stock and flies carrying the MA third chromosome, but
García-Dorado 2002).
neither direction of the cross gave any evidence for the reduced fertility associated with hybrid dysgenesis (data not shown). This test is not foolproof, since mutations can be MATERIALS AND METHODS induced without hybrid dysgenic fertility in crosses between Q males and M females in the P-element system (Simmons et Genetic stocks and breeding designs: MA was conducted al. 1980), but we also found no evidence for the high lethal using third chromosomes isolated from the inversion-free demutation rates that would be expected for autosomal loci in rivative of the IV wild-derived stock, which has been maindysgenic crosses (see results). tained as a large random-bred population for Ͼ25 years
We found in pilot experiments that other balancer chromo- (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1985) . Three replicate somes had drastic fitness effects and so decided to use TM6 experiments, initiated at intervals of ‫1ف‬ year, were performed. for all our viability assays. In addition, Ubx P15 can be reliably For a given experiment, a set of 50 IV third chromosomes was scored on flies frozen at Ϫ20Њ, so that counting can be carried isolated using standard breeding procedures and crossed onto out when convenient. All the viability assays reported here the genetic background of a stock, IS-4. This was constructed were conducted either by one of the authors (B. Charlesworth) from chromosomes originally extracted from a natural populaor by an undergraduate assistant ( Jane Charlesworth), with tion and has reasonably good viability and fertility (Charlesrandom cross-checks to ensure comparable accuracy of scoring. worth et al. 1994) . It is isogenic for all three major chromoWe measured egg-to-adult viabilities of third chromosome somes (X, second, and third). It is homozygous for a recessive homozygotes relative to that of balancer heterozygotes, using marker, spa pol , on the dot chromosome 4, which provides a the standard method of intercrossing balancer heterozygotes partial guard against contamination. Since its construction in in vial cultures and determining the frequency of TM6/ϩ and 1990 until the initiation of MA, IS-4 was maintained by single-ϩ/ϩ genotypes among the progeny. The viability assays were pair matings. Its isogenicity was initially tested by screening conducted in four replicate blocks for each MA assay generafor 11 families of transposable elements, using in situ hybridization of each replicate experiment, with up to five replicate vials tion of element probes to polytene chromosomes (Charlesof each genotype in each block (an error in record keeping worth et al. 1994). The chromosome 3 balancer system TM6/ led to only three blocks being set up for generation 22 of Sb was crossed onto a background of IS-4, both singly and in experiment 3). Flies were scored at days 17 and 21 after setting combination with the second chromosome balancer system up a culture. Males and females were counted separately, but SM1/Pm (Lindsley and Zimm 1992) . For a given experiment, have been pooled for the analyses reported here. Replicate an IV third chromosome that showed high homozygous viabilcultures were scored blind. Two mass bottle cultures segregatity and fertility on the IS-4 background was chosen to initiate ing for TM6/ϩ and ϩ/ϩ were maintained for each genotype, MA, thereby ensuring that new mutations arose on chromoto provide flies for assays; flies were randomly combined from somes representative of those found in an equilibrium popthe two bottles when setting up assays. ulation. The IS-4; TM6/Sb ; spa pol stock was rechecked for isoThe first replicate experiment was assayed at generations genicity by in situ hybridization with the most abundant D.
10, 17, 25, and 35. Following the procedure of Fry et al. (1999) , melanogaster transposable element, roo, using methods dethe other two experiments were split into three subexperiscribed previously (Charlesworth et al. 1994) .
ments involving approximately equal numbers of extracted MA was initiated from 75 lines derived from a single IV chromosomes. The extractions for the second subexperiment chromosome 3 stock by mating three TM6/Sb females to one were performed one generation after those for the first one, TM6/MA i male, where MA i denotes the ith MA line for the and the extractions for the third subexperiment were perreplicate experiment in question. Two replicate crosses of each formed one generation later. For the second set of experi-MA line were made every generation, and one was selected at ments, assays were conducted on subexperiments involving random for use in the next generation, except for experiment MA generations 9-11, 19-21, 29-31, and 39-41 , with the same 2, when two separate lineages for each line were maintained sets of MA lines (discounting lethal lines and failed lines) after generation 29, to minimize loss of lines due to the accubeing included in subexperiments assayed at successive 10-mulation of lethals. All MA lines were reared in 7.5-ϫ 2.5-cm generation intervals. For the third set, the assays involved MA glass vials on Lewis's medium, at 25Њ Ϯ 1Њ in a constant-tempergenerations 9-11, 20-22, and 29-31. Totals of 89,322, 236,541, ature chamber. In this way, the wild-type third chromosomes and 189,003 flies were counted in the respective experiments, from the MA lines were sheltered against selection, except for giving a grand total of 514,866. the rare class of mutations with very large heterozygous effects
To estimate the rate of mutational decline in mean by the on fitness (Mukai 1964 ).
Bateman-Mukai method, it is desirable to estimate the mean The MA lines were maintained for 9 or 10 generations viability of nonmutated control lines, identical in all other before the first assays of their homozygous effects, to allow respects to the MA lines. We had originally planned to use a mutations to accumulate. Assays of homozygous viability at this stage, by the method described below, enabled a check method for freezing fly embryos in liquid nitrogen and then resurrecting them; this would have provided ideal controls termining the mutational variance in viability, can be estimated only if block and block ϫ genotype interactions are (Houle et al. 1997) . After some trials, we had no success in recovering viable larvae and abandoned the method. The estimated simultaneously. This was done for the full data sets (including lines that are not present in each block), using the alternative method of maintaining a large random-bred stock homozygous for the foundation chromosome as a control following method (Kempthorne 1957, p. 260) . First, a oneway components-of-variance ANOVA was applied to a given population (Fry et al. 1999; Fry and Heinsohn 2002) was not used, since the low starting frequencies of mutations mean assay generation, regarding genotype-block combinations as treatments, and treating the variance among replicates within that their mutational increase in frequency is initially virtually unopposed by selection (Caballero et al. 2002) , and because genotype-block combinations as the error component, 2 e . of the risk of accidental contamination (Houle et al. 1992) .
This was estimated by equating expected and observed mean Instead, we used Mukai's "order method" to identify control squares. lines from among the MA lines (Mukai 1964) . A reanalysis of
The expectations of mean squares for the full data sets were earlier experiments suggested that the order method provided derived, treating the means for each genotype-block combinauseful controls for earlier Drosophila MA experiments (Fry tion as the primary observations, with the model 2001). The three top-ranking MA lines of a given assay genera-
tion were used as the controls for the previous assay generation, on the assumption that these lines carried minimal numwhere x jk is the mean over replicates of the combination of bers of deleterious mutations. Only lines measured in all line j with block k, is the overall mean, g j is the effect of blocks of both assay generations were used for this purpose.
line j, b k is the effect of block k, and i jk is the interaction effect. For the final assay generation, for which this method is inappliExpectations of the mean squares for genotypes, blocks, cable, we arbitrarily used the three top-ranking lines from the and residuals can be written down, treating g j , b k , and i jk as last block of assays as the controls for the other blocks, omitting random effects. The variance component corresponding to the last block from the analyses to avoid bias. Again, only lines the latter contains a contribution from the error variance present in all blocks were used. However, for reasons given 2 e in addition to the true interaction variance 2 i ; for a genobelow, the order method probably fails to provide meaningful type-block combination with n jk observations, this is equal to estimates of the true values of mutation-free genotypes, and 2 e /n jk . Using the estimate of 2 e from the one-way ANOVA, so we also estimated rates of decline by regressions of mean its contribution to the expected mean squares can be removed; viability on generations, without using controls, and by a reviequating the observed and expected mean squares derived sion of the order method, which reduces estimation error from model (1) generates a set of three linear equations, which (see below).
yield estimates of the components of variance for genotypes, Statistical analyses: A given experiment can be viewed as blocks, and interaction: these are Only the first of these is of interest from the point of view several blocks with several replicates per block. The experiof estimating mutational parameters. For a given assay generaments were not fully balanced, because of unequal numbers tion, t, of an experiment, the mutational rate of increase in of replicates of some genotypes in a given block; occasionally, variance, DV, was estimated from 2 g (t )/t, where 2 g (t ) is the a genotype was not assayed in all blocks because of crossing estimate of genotypic variance for generation t. The alternative failures or errors. Most analyses were carried out using an method of estimating DV from the regression of 2 g on time unbiased estimate of the viability of wild-type (ϩ/ϩ) relative was not used, since the individual estimates of 2 g were very to TM6/ϩ heterozygotes: twice the ratio of the number of noisy and no clear trend with time could be observed (see ϩ/ϩ to one plus the number of TM6/ϩ (Haldane 1956 ). discussion). Very similar results to those presented below were obtained
To estimate the mutation rate by the Bateman-Mukai proceusing Fisher's angular transform of the data, which removes dure, we also need the estimate of DM, the rate of mutational dependence of binomial sampling variance on the mean decline in mean. For data analyzed by the order method (Sokal and Rohlf 1995, pp. 419-422) . (Mukai 1964) , DM for generation t was estimated from the In a preliminary analysis, any lines absent in one or more difference, ⌬M, between the overall genotypic mean for generblocks of an assay generation were discarded, and the means ation t and the genotypic mean of the controls (generated by for each genotype-block combination were calculated. These the methods described above): DM(t ) ϭ ⌬M(t )/t. provided estimates of block and genotype effects, and the For data analyzed by the regression method, DM was estioverall distributions of genotypic means for each assay generamated from the regression of the mean values of genotypetion were obtained from these estimates. Visual inspection of block combinations for each block on t. In this way, environthese distributions allowed lines with unusually low viabilities mental differences associated with blocks are included in the relative to the rest of the distribution to be picked out; these error around the regression line. The regression coefficients are candidates for lines containing mutations with major effor the overall and control means, b M and b C , respectively, fects on viability. In all cases, these had a mean viability of were obtained by the standard least-squares procedure for Ͻ50%; in the rest of this article, we treat the remaining lines unweighted regression. For experiments 2 and 3, generation as "quasi-normals" (Mukai et al. 1972) .
times for each subexperiment (9-11; 19-21, etc.) were asAnalyses of variance were also conducted using only the signed as the middle values of each set of assay generations lines present in all blocks of an assay generation, on data (i.e., as 10, 20, etc.). transformed using the angular transformation of the proporUsing the Bateman-Mukai formulas (Mukai et al. 1972) , the tion of wild-type flies. This allowed use of a general linear mutational parameters u* and s* are given by model (GLM), implemented in the Minitab software package (Release 10; Minitab, State College, PA), to test for genotype,
/DV (2a) block, and block ϫ genotype interactions. Among the 25 ANOVAs conducted in this way, there were frequent examples of s* ϭ s(1 ϩ C 2 ) ϭ DV/DM, (2b) highly significant (P Ͻ 0.01) block and block ϫ genotype interactions (see supplemental data at http:/ /www.genetics.
where u is the mean number of new mutations per haploid third chromosome per generation, s is the mean reduction org/supplemental/). This means that the genotypic components of variance for each assay generation, needed for dein viability caused by a mutation, and C is the coefficient of variation of the distribution of the viability effects of mutations should not greatly influence the distributional properties of (weighted by their probability of occurrence).
the genotypic mean and variance for a given generation, since To provide overall estimates of the mutational statistics for the equations of estimation show that these are influenced each value of t for a given experiment, and to obtain sampling much more heavily by genotypic effects than by block and variances and confidence intervals, the following bootstrap environmental effects. procedures were implemented (Efron and Tibshirani 1993).
It should be noted that the above estimators involve equatEach of the three replicate experiments was treated as a single ing observed values to their expectations. This introduces a entity for this purpose. The set of genotypes assayed in the bias into the estimates of u * and s *, since the expectation last generation of the chosen experiment was used for the of a ratio of two quantities differs from the ratio of their start of the bootstrap procedure, after removing any genotypes expectations (which is what is desired). A first-order correction that had not been assayed in previous generations. An equivacan be obtained from the Taylor expansions of u * and s *; lent number of genotypes was chosen from among these by the bootstrapped means and variances of DM and DV then sampling randomly with replacement. The one-way and twoyield the respective coefficients of variation, C DM and C DV . The way ANOVA procedures described above were then used to adjusted estimates are obtained by multiplying the estimate obtain estimates of 2 g and DV for this generation. Control of u * by
, and the estimate of s* by (1 Ϫ lines were identified from the last block as the best-performing C 2 DV ). These corrections were applied to both the regression set of three lines in terms of their genotypic means, omitting and the order method estimates. any lines that were not present in all four blocks. Using only Revising the order method: This method of applying the the remaining blocks, DM was calculated from the difference order method yields rather noisy estimates of DM. It assumes between the overall genotypic mean and the genotypic mean that the control lines are mutation free, but these are selected of the controls.
as the set of top-performing lines in a given generation, t, with For the preceding assay generation, the bootstrapped set no guarantee that they are in fact mutation free, unless such of genotypes for the final assay generation was used; additional large numbers of replicate measurements are made on each genotypes were then sampled from the set of genotypes in MA line that extremely accurate estimates of their genotypic the real data set for this generation, so that the total number values are obtained. In general, the mean value of the controls of bootstrapped lines for this assay generation was the same in this generation deviates from that of mutation-free individuas the number in the real data set. In experiments 1 and 3, als by Ϫs C n C , where n C is the mean number of mutations among controls for this penultimate assay generation were assigned the controls, and s C is the mean selection coefficient associated as the best-performing three lines for the final assay generawith them. The assumption that the controls are mutation tion, in terms of their genotypic means (the unweighted means free implies that DM is underestimated, by an amount that is over blocks of the means of genotype-block combinations).
hard to determine. This almost certainly explains much of Only lines present in all blocks of both generations were used the discrepancy between the regression-based estimates of DM for this purpose. For experiment 2, the small numbers of and the order method results (see supplementary data at surviving genotypes in the final assay generations forced us http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemental/). A method of examto pool generations 40 and 41 into one set assayed simultaneining this problem is described in the appendix, together with ously. This meant that separate controls could not be identia revision of the order method. fied for generations 30 and 31; to avoid complications, generations 29-31 were treated in the same way as the final assay generation as far as the identification of controls was con-RESULTS cerned; i.e., only the first three blocks were used to estimate DM by the order method.
Lethal mutations: The numbers of chromosomes with
A similar procedure was applied to earlier assay generations, new lethal mutations that arose in each assay period for such that genotypes sampled from all later generations were used to produce the bootstrapped set for a given generation, each experiment are shown in Table 1 , together with plus an additional set sampled from the real data set for this the corresponding total numbers of independent third generation. In this way, a set of bootstrapped values of DM chromosomes assayed. Contingency tests failed to show and DV for each assay generation of a given experiment was any heterogeneity among generations within experigenerated. By resampling a large number of times (usually ments in the frequencies of lethal chromosomes. The 1000 times, but sometimes 300 times because of failure to obtain sufficient numbers of controls), the distributions of mean of the estimates of the lethal mutation rate over these values were obtained.
all three experiments is 0.015. This is close to what A second round of bootstrapping was then carried out to would be expected from the estimate of 0.01 for the obtain a single weighted mean estimate of DM and DV for a second chromosome obtained in recent experiments given bootstrap replicate of the experiment by weighting the (Fry et al. 1999) , given the larger size of chromosome estimates for each assay generation by the inverse of their variances obtained from the first bootstrap round. The values Only lethal mutations that arose since the previous assay generation are included. The lethal mutation rate was calculated by equating the observed frequency of nonlethal chromosomes to the first term of a Poisson distribution, whose mean is the product of the mutation rate and the number of generations since the last assay generation. For experiments 2 and 3, where sets of three different generations are pooled, this number is equated to the generation number of the middle member of each set. The total mutation rates for each set were calculated using the mean number of generations over the set.
dence from many generations of each experiment for significant genetic variance, indicating the existence of mutational variance in viability. Both block effects and genotype ϫ block interactions are also sporadically significant, with variance components that are of similar magnitude to the genetic components (supplemental data). Table 2 shows estimates of the mutational parameters (DM, DV, u*, and s*) for the quasi-normal lines, derived from the primary data by the standard order method with bootstrapping as described in materials and methods, as well as the results for the revised order method. To obtain these statistics, the data were normalized by dividing by the mean genotypic values of the controls for the earliest generations of the experiments (generation 10 for experiment 1, and the means over generations 9, 10, and 11 for experiments 2 and 3). This allows mutational effects on viability to be measured as fractions of the means for genotypes that are putatively free of new mutations.
The bootstrap confidence intervals for the experi- ment-wide estimates of the standard order method val- ues of DM are wide and even overlap zero for experiscribed in materials and methods (Table 4) . In all cases, these are negative. For the quasi-normals in experment 1. The mean of DM across the three experiments, weighting each estimate by the inverse of its bootstrap iments 2 and 3 they are highly significant by t-tests (P Ͻ 0.01), but not for experiment 1, although they are all variance, is 0.15%, with standard error 0.04%. DV is quite well estimated for each experiment, with a of similar magnitude. The mean value of b M across experiments, weighted by the inverses of the sampling variweighted mean across experiments of 0.021 Ϯ 0.003%. The confidence intervals on the individual estimates of ances of the regression estimates, is Ϫ0.47 Ϯ 0.065%. When all nonlethal lines are included, the regressions the mutation rate parameter u* are wide; the weighted mean across experiments is 0.78 Ϯ 0.49%. The selection are larger, except for experiment 3, and even the experiment 1 regression is significant at the 5% level. The coefficient parameter s* is poorly estimated, especially for experiment 1. Its weighted mean across experiments corresponding estimates of u* are larger than those from the order method, with a weighted mean of 0.99 Ϯ 2 and 3 is 16 Ϯ 38%.
The revised order method for obtaining estimates, 1.6% for the quasi-normal lines and 4.4 Ϯ 1.3% for all the nonlethal lines. The corresponding s* estimates are described in the appendix, gives more reliable estimates of DM, u*, and s* ( Table 2 ). The weighted means (with not very reliable, with pathologically high negative values for experiment 1. The mean s* for the quasi-normals standard error) of these statistics across experiments are 0.17 Ϯ 0.025%, 1.4 Ϯ 0.14%, and 11 Ϯ 0.5%, respecof experiments 2 and 3 is 2.9 Ϯ 0.82%, and for all nonlethals it is 10.2 Ϯ 2.0%. tively. This method might, however, be biased by nonnormality of the distribution of line means. This was If detrimental mutations affecting viability have predominantly negative effects, the considerations outlined examined by calculating values of the skewness and kurtosis of the line mean distributions for each generation.
in materials and methods predict that the mean genotypic values of the controls should decline with assay The means and standard errors of skewness across generations were Ϫ0.219 Ϯ 0.379, Ϫ0.063 Ϯ 0.208, and generation. Unfortunately, these are based on numbers much smaller than the overall means, and the relevant Ϫ0.157 Ϯ 0.205 for experiments 1, 2, and 3, respectively; the corresponding values for kurtosis were 0.337 Ϯ regression values (b C ) have large sampling errors, but that for experiment 2 is highly significant (P Ͻ 0.01). 1.044, 0.203 Ϯ 0.412, and 0.146 Ϯ 0.415. There is thus no firm evidence for nonnormality in these distribuThe mean value of b C across the experiments, weighted inversely by sampling variances, is Ϫ0.39 Ϯ 0.13%. tions. The tighter confidence intervals on the estimates obtained by this method suggest that they are to be preferred to the results from the standard order method. Table 3 shows the analogous results from analyses including all the nonlethal lines. As expected, the estiAs discussed in several recent publications (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999; Lynch et al. 1999; Fry mates of DM and DV are mostly larger than those for the quasi-normal lines (weighted means of 0.27 Ϯ 0.06% and Heinsohn 2002), different mutation-accumulation experiments on D. melanogaster have yielded widely varyfor the uncorrected estimate of DM and 0.039 Ϯ 0.008% for DV), with a weighted mean of u* of 1.3 Ϯ 0.51%. ing estimates of mutational parameters. The previous experiments involved either chromosome 2, using balThe weighted mean of s* is 24 Ϯ 5.6%. The revised order method values are not shown here, since the distriancer crosses similar to those conducted here, sib-mated lines in which mutations accumulated over the whole butions of genotypic means are far from normal (supplemental data at http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemental/). genome (García-Dorado 1997; Chavarrías et al. 2001; Avilá and García-Dorado 2002) , or an outbred Additional information on the effects of mutations on viability can be obtained by examining the linear population in which selection was supposedly suspended and genome-wide mutations were allowed to regressions of block means on generation, b M , as de-accumulate (Shabalina et al. 1997) . The different experiments also used different types of controls, putatively free of mutations, for the purpose of calibrating the DM values, as well as different measures of viability or fitness (Fry 2001 ). This makes it somewhat difficult to interpret the results.
DISCUSSION
Estimates of DM: An attempt to bring at least part of this rather confusing plethora of results under a common framework has been made by Fry (2001) , in which he reanalyzed the earlier experiments of Mukai and coworkers (Mukai 1964; Mukai et al. 1972) , using the same viability measure and order method employed here and taking into account some criticisms of these experiments (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999) . He also reanalyzed the experiments of Fry et al. (1999) , employing the order method instead of a random-bred control population started from the progenitor chromosome 2 used in the MA lines, to avoid the problem that some mutations must have accumulated in this population, due to the ineffectiveness of selection on rare alleles (Caballero et al. 2002) .
This seemingly goes some way to reconciling the different results on DM. Mukai's 1964 experiments gave a mean value of DM of 0.42% for viability effects of chromosome 2 quasi-normal lines with 0.48% for the 1972 experiments. These are similar to regression-based estimates that do not use controls. Fry's experiments gave a mean value of 0.32%. Ohnishi's experiment (Ohnishi 1977) , which lacked a control, gave an initial rate of decline of mean viability of 0.52% and an overall rate of decline of 0.25%, with a significant quadratic component (Fry 2001) . The weighted mean bootstrapped standard and revised order method estimates of DM for quasi-normals in the present experiments (0.15 and 0.17%, respectively) are much smaller than these estimates, whereas the weighted mean regression estimate is closer (0.51 Ϯ 0.74%). The expectation from the relative sizes of the euchromatin of chromosomes 2 and 3 is that DM should be 1.18 times greater for chromosome 3 (Adams et al. 2000) .
As mentioned in materials and methods, the order method probably seriously underestimates DM, due to the presence of mutations in the control lines. The difference between control and overall means may thus seriously underestimate the difference between mutation-free genotypes and the overall mean of a mutationaccumulation generation. This problem is worse for later generations of mutation experiments, when it becomes increasingly unlikely that a line is mutation free; e.g., with a mutation rate of 0.05, the fraction of mutation-free lines at generation 40 is only 13.5%. The problem is less severe for generations 20 and earlier, where the probability of selecting a mutation-free control is high if lines are assayed with complete accuracy. However, the low heritability of line means in our experi- ments (Ͻ40% in the earlier generations) means that misclassification due to nongenetic effects is still posing similar regressions of means on time. In addition, the balancer stock used for these experiments (TM6/ sible.
If this interpretation is correct, using only the earlier Sb) was maintained for many years in the laboratory before the start of these experiments (Lindsley and MA generations should give higher estimates of DM by the order method. This was tested by repeating the Zimm 1992), so that continuing evolutionary change in the balancer (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999) is analyses using only generations 10 and 17 for experiment 1, 9-21 for experiment 2, and 9-22 for experiment unlikely to produce the observed decline in viability. It therefore seems reasonable to accept the regression 3. The bootstrapped mean DM estimates for the revised order method applied to quasi-normal lines were 0.15, coefficients as providing the least biased estimators of DM, although the very high value for experiment 2 0.35, and 0.24% for experiments 1-3, respectively, with a weighted mean of 0.24 Ϯ 0.047%. This lends some might be questioned. Bootstrapping all three experiments simultaneously yields a joint mean bootstrap resupport to the hypothesis that the inclusion of mutationcarrying genotypes in the controls causes the discrepgression estimate for DM for quasi-normals of 0.40% (95% confidence interval Ϯ0.14%). This is consistent ancy between our regression-based estimates of DM and the order method results. The order method may therewith the DM for the second chromosome reported by Fry and Heinsohn (2002) , which corresponds to a fore be too conservative. Fry's reanalysis used mostly generations close to 20 and earlier (Fry 2001) , so that value of 0.30% for the third chromosome 3. The results from the different balancer experiments there should be less bias, consistent with the generally high DM estimates that he obtained. The negative values thus agree in suggesting that there is a real mutational decline in homozygous viability caused by detrimental of the regressions of control means on generation in the present experiments, significant in the case of expermutations in the quasi-normal lines, in the range 0.2-0.5% for an individual autosome and 1-2% for the geiment 2 (Table 2) , are consistent with this interpretation and with the idea that new mutations predominantly nome as a whole. This compares well with the estimate of a 2% rate of decline in competitive fitness for an reduce fitness (Caballero and Keightley 1998 ; Keightley and Lynch 2003). The approach described in the outbred population sheltered from selection, estimated under competitive conditions (Shabalina et al. 1997) , supplemental data (http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemen tal/) shows that estimates of DM from the order and taking into account the partial recessivity of detrimental mutations (García-Dorado and Caballero 2000). regression methods can be reconciled if the former are biased by the presence of mutations in the controls.
The only experiments that gave a much lower estimate for DM are those involving the sib-mated "Madrid lines," This suggests that the regression of mean viability on generation of MA may be the most reliable method of which consistently yield a genome-wide DM that is substantially Ͻ1%, even for a competitive measure of net estimating the mutational parameters if the mutation rate is too high, despite the disadvantage of not having fitness (Chavarrías et al. 2001; Avilá and García-Dorado 2002) . The reason for this disagreement with a control. In the present case, the disadvantage of the lack of a control is at least partly offset by the fact that the results of the other experiments is unclear, although it may reflect the fact that the measurements of chromoeach generation of mutation accumulation was assayed over several blocks at widely separated times. Environsome 2 viability and fitness under competitive conditions were done after Ͼ200 generations of mutation mental fluctuations will therefore be averaged over blocks, unless there is a systematic trend with time over accumulation, when many of the original lines had been lost (Chavarrías et al. 2001) , thus biasing the experithe duration of the whole experiment. The possibility of such an environmental trend was examined using ments against lines with low fitness.
Estimates of DV:
There is substantial variation in the the data on the block means for each experiment. Since the successive blocks were assayed at intervals of more estimates of DV among different experiments reported in the literature, possibly associated with differences in than one generation (2 weeks), any systematic deterioration of the environment or change in the balancer chrolarval densities among experiments (Fry and Heinsohn 2002) . For second chromosome viability experiments, mosome, leading to an apparent decline in viability, would also lead to a decline in block means over the the range of DV for quasi-normals is 0.006-0.022% (Fry and Heinsohn 2002, Table 8) , with a mean of 0.017%. intervals in question. The trend of block means within MA generations was within the limits of sampling error, This scales to a diploid genome-wide mean value of 0.077%, compared with a joint bootstrap mean across although of a similar magnitude to the regressions of block means on MA generation (supplemental data at all three of our experiments of 0.11% (95% confidence interval 0.084-0.14%). http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/).
The possibility of a purely environmental cause of the The present estimate is, however, well within the range for the second chromosome when corrected for regressions of means on time is thus not excluded, but it would require a remarkable coincidence for all three the relative sizes of the autosomes. The number of pairs of parents per vial was four, intermediate between the experiments to show a similar change in mean over MA generations for purely environmental reasons, generathigh-and low-density experiments analyzed by Fry and Heinsohn (2002) . However, the highly inbred nature lines: with these, U* is estimated from the regressions as 29% (95% confidence interval 14-54%). The true of the genetic background meant that the productivity per vial was very low, with a mean of ‫001ف‬ flies per vial mutation rates for all nonlethals and quasi-normal lines are likely to be very close to each other, since the rates across all three experiments, compared with ‫003-891ف‬ flies in the low-density treatments of Fry and Heinsohn of occurrence per generation of mutations that create low viability but nonlethal lines (as estimated from the (2002), which yielded low values of DV. It is thus not clear whether density really has a systematic effect on frequencies of low-viability lines in the final MA generations of the experiments) are low: 0.48, 0.69, and 0.32% DV, especially as the high-density experiment of Chavarrías et al. (2001) yielded a low value of DV. The for the respective experiments, with a mean value of 0.50%. The estimate from the nonlethal lines is thus overall genome-wide value of DV, based on the present value and a simple mean of the results summarized in probably to be preferred, given its tighter confidence interval. Table 8 of Fry and Heinsohn (2002) , is ‫.%1.0ف‬
The method of estimating DV used here uses the Much lower values are obtained from the order method applied to all generations (Tables 2 and 3 ). assumption that its value is zero for the initial generation of each experiment and is similar to forcing a regression Estimation of the diploid genome-wide U*, using the ratio of the square of the weighted mean across experithrough the origin. As mentioned in materials and methods, the regression-based estimates of the rate of ments of DM from the standard order method to the weighted mean estimate of DV, yields a U* ϭ 4.2% change of variance for the quasi-normal lines are very noisy. However, with the exception of experiment 1, (standard error 2.3%) for quasi-normals; the revised method gives a value of 6.3 Ϯ 2.0%. These should be the mean bootstrapped weighted regression coefficients of genetic variance on MA generation (using bootstrap less biased than the corresponding means of the U* estimates. Higher values are obtained using only the variances of the individual generation genetic variances as weights) are similar to the third chromosome DV first two assay generations of each experiment (see results); the ratio of the weighted mean of the correvalues obtained here: 0.017, 0.022, and 0.025% for experiments 1-3, respectively. The confidence intervals sponding estimates of DM to the weighted mean estimate of DV gives an estimate of U* over the three on these are, however, wide and overlap zero in the case of experiments 1 and 3. It is possible that the DV experiments of 12 Ϯ 5.5% for these generations. Given the concerns about the biases in the order method estivalue for experiment 1 may be artifactually inflated, since the intercept of the regression of genetic variance mates, it seems reasonable to accept a U* of 12-30% as an estimate for the diploid genome of D. melanogaster, is significantly positive in this case (0.82% with 95% confidence interval 0.32-1.4%). Estimates of the mutaon the basis of these results and those of Fry (2001) and Fry and Heinsohn (2002) , although a higher value tion rate that use the DV value for experiment 1 may therefore be too small, but the relatively high variance is not excluded if the present regression estimates are taken at face value. The true diploid mutation rate to of this estimate means that it does not greatly affect the pooled estimate given above. The source of such an detrimental alleles, U, will be much higher than this, if there is a wide distribution of fitness effects of mutations artifact is unclear; it is unlikely to be due to common environmental effects of the cultures in which the par- (Mukai et al. 1972; García-Dorado and Gallego 2003) , especially since only viability mutations have ents of the flies used for assays of a given genotype were raised, since the genotypic variance components been accounted for in these experiments. For example, with an exponential distribution of mutational effects, depend on means across blocks, with independent parents in different blocks. Common parental environment the true value of U would be twice our estimate, and the mean value of the selection coefficient would be effects are therefore absorbed into genotype ϫ block interactions.
one-half our estimate (Mukai et al. 1972) . There is thus still considerable uncertainty concernEstimates of the mutation rate: We denote the whole diploid genome Bateman-Mukai estimator (equivalent ing the value of the per genome deleterious mutation rate, U, for detrimental alleles in D. melanogaster, alto Equation 2a) by U*. Using the mean of DM for quasinormals over all experiments of Fry and Heinsohn though it seems clear that suggestions that it is of the order of only 2-3% (Caballero and Keightley 1998; with their low-density estimate of DV, and scaling up to the diploid euchromatic genome by dividing by Avilá and García-Dorado 2002) are inconsistent with the more recent reappraisals of the data on balancerthe proportion of the euchromatin represented by chromosome 2, we obtain U* ϭ 56%, comparable with the based experiments, as well as with the present study.
Estimates based on amino acid sequence comparisons classical Mukai estimates (Mukai 1964; Mukai et al. 1972) . On the other hand, their high-density estimate between species indicate that U cannot be Ͻ6-8% for D. melanogaster (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 2000) . A of DV yields U* ϭ 9%. Bootstrapping over our three experiments simultaneously gives a regression estimate recent analysis of selective constraints on noncoding sequences near genes, using a comparison of D. melanoof U* of 50% (95% confidence interval 28-79%). A more stable estimate is obtained by using all nonlethal gaster and D. simulans, suggests that there are at least 40% more nucleotide sites of functional significance ductions. Nevertheless, direct estimates of the homozygous viability effects of random P insertions suggest than amino acid coding sites, so that U from singlenucleotide changes is at least 8-11% (Halligan et al. mean s values of several percent (Eanes et al. 1988; Mackay et al. 1992; Lyman et al. 1996) . There is thus 2004). The rate of insertion/deletions in D. melanogaster is ‫%52ف‬ of that for nucleotide changes ( Jensen et al. little difficulty in accounting for a large fraction of the mutational effects detected in MA experiments in terms 2002), so that mutations arising from this source may increase this estimate of U to 10-14%. These estimates of transposable element activity, rather than point mutations. The best hope for progress on the contribution are, however, subject to considerable uncertainty, due of single-nucleotide changes and small insertions/deleto the difficulty of calibrating the molecular clock and tions (indels) to the genomic deleterious mutation rate assigning generation times for Drosophila (Keightley is to make more detailed molecular comparisons beand Eyre-Walker 1999).
tween related species, which may resolve the question Estimates of mutational effects: The values of s* for of the extent of selective constraints on different compothe quasi-normal lines in our experiment are poorly nents of the genome. estimated by the regression method (Table 4) , except Finally, reexamination of the properties of the likely for experiment 2, which yields a value of ‫;%2ف‬ these fitness effects of heterozygous mutations using the reare in any case upper bounds to the mean selection vised estimates of mutational parameters suggests that coefficients. Much higher values (of the order of 10%) previous conclusions (Charlesworth and Hughes are obtained from the revised order method (Table 2) , 2000) remain essentially unchanged (see supplemental but these are likely to be even more upwardly biased. data at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/). In any case, it seems unlikely that mutations with effects Epistatic effects of new mutations: The multigeneraof less than a few percent on viability can contribute tion nature of our MA experiments allows a test of the much to our DM and DV estimates. As has been pointed extent to which mutational effects at different loci interout before (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999) , mutaact, as measured by departure from linearity of the retions with small effects on fitness, such as are likely to be gression of viability on MA generation (Mukai 1969) . caused by most amino acid substitutions or nucleotide This is of especial interest in relation to the mutationalsubstitutions in regulatory sequences, will not contribdeterministic theory of the advantage of sex and recomute significantly to DM or DV in mutation-accumulation bination (Kondrashov 1988 (Kondrashov , 1993 , which requires experiments. For instance, if mutations with selection synergistic epistasis among deleterious mutations with coefficients of 0.15% arise at a rate of 0.5 per genome respect to the logarithm of fitness, implying significantly per generation, DM is only 0.075% and DV is only 1.1 ϫ negative quadratic coefficients of the regression of log 10
Ϫ6
, ‫%1ف‬ of the value we observe. This conclusion has fitness on generation of mutation accumulation. Followbeen validated in a Caenorhabditis elegans mutagenesis ing logarithmic transformations of the viability measureexperiment, by comparing observed numbers of mutaments, quadratic regressions of block means on MA tions to the number of amino acid mutations estimated generation were fitted for each experiment. No evito have occurred (Davies et al. 1999) . The only alternadence for any significant quadratic terms was obtained; tive is that there is a very high mutation rate, much the quadratic terms were at least 10-fold smaller in maghigher than that implied by the sequence comparisons, nitude than the linear terms in all three experiments with a large variance in selection coefficients among and were in any case positive in experiments 2 and 3 mutations.
(values of 0.004 Ϯ 0.012% and 0.031 Ϯ 0.032%, respecThis suggests that transposable element (TE) insertively). This does not rule out the mutational-determintions and insertion/deletion mutations, which are more istic theory, since very small epistatic effects can have likely than point mutations to severely disrupt the funcevolutionarily significant consequences (Charlesworth tion of coding and regulatory sequences, may contribute 1990), but clearly fails to provide positive support for many of the deleterious mutations detected by D. melanoit. As pointed out previously, the high level of synergism gaster MA experiments (Keightley and Eyre-Walker estimated by Mukai (1969) cannot easily be reconciled 1999). Excluding unusually mobile elements, TE inserwith evidence from measurements of inbreeding load tions typically occur at a rate of ‫%02ف‬ per diploid ge- . Currently, there is only weak nome per generation in D. melanogaster (Maside et al. evidence for widespread synergistic effects of detrimen-2000). Very active TEs, such as P elements, may contribtal mutations (Rivero et al. 2003; Szafraniec et al. ute at least as much again, even in nondysgenic stocks 2003). like those used here (Eggleston et al. 1988; Fry and Shaw, R. G., C. J. Geyer and F. H. Shaw, 2002 A comprehensive that, if we ignore this source of bias, we can obtain an model of mutations affecting fitness and inferences for Arabidopsis alternative lower-bound estimate of DM from from the proportion of lines used as controls, using
Communicating editor: M. Simmons tables of i based on extreme value theory (Becker 1976) . We also need to estimate the genetic variance for each assay generation, as well as the nongenetic APPENDIX component of the variance of line means. Since the New mutations arise independently of preexisting prediction equations rely on the underlying true values ones, so that the expected genotypic value of a control of the genetic and environmental variance components, genotype identified in generation t when measured in and the parameter estimates for individual generations an earlier generation tЈ will be (t Ϫ tЈ)DM greater than are very noisy, the genetic variance for generation t was the expected value for the same genotypes in generation equated to the product of t and the mean bootstrap t, unless selection is so rigorous that only mutation-free estimate of DV for an experiment. Similarly, the mean lines are included in the controls. If line means are value of the residual variance of genotype/block means distributed with standard deviation g (t), their expected over all assay generations was used to estimate the nongenotypic value is equal to the overall genotypic mean genetic variance term in h, denoted by 2 r . In cases where (t), plus the product of g and the selection differential block four was used to identify controls for a given i(t) for generation t. With a normal distribution of the assay generation, this residual variance component was line means, i depends only on the proportion of controls divided by three (the number of blocks over which among all lines assayed (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . means were taken to estimate genotypic values); when a later generation was used for this purpose, it was diThe expected genotypic value of the controls in genvided by four. eration tЈ, C (tЈ), is thus A first-order correction for the bias involved in equat-(t) ϩ (t Ϫ t Ј)DM ϩ i(t)h(t ) g (t ) ϭ (tЈ ) ϩ i(t )h(t) g (t ), ing the expectation of the observed value of h g to its true value was also applied, using the bootstrap means where h 2 is the proportion of variance in line means and variances of DV and the residual variance. The due to genetic effects (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . correction term is This implies that C (tЈ) Ϫ (tЈ) ϭ Ϫs C (tЈ)n C (tЈ) ϩ tЈDM ϭ i(t)h(t) g (t). c ϭ ( 
This shows how estimates of DM by the order method Confidence intervals on the revised estimates of DM are biased downward by the presence of the deleterious and the other mutational parameters were obtained by bootstrapping as before. mutations in the control lines. In addition, it suggests
